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3.

This document presents the guidelines for online shops
(hereinafter referred to as Online Stores or Merchants)
implementing BLIK payment services in:

Level 0 Model
which enables making BLIK payments without leaving the Store,

OneClick UID (User ID) Model
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which enables making BLIK payments without leaving the Store
and without entering a BLIK code after a User adds the Store
to the list of saved Stores. This solution is dedicated to Stores
that have Users logged into the Store’s website.

Recurring Payments Model
which enables the Merchant to initiate BLIK payments after a User
accepts the creation of a Recurring Payment for a given Merchant
in a bank’s application.

4.

Why is it worth implementing
Level 0 and OneClick UID?
Level 0 and OneClick UID payment models definitely
speed up and simplify payment process.
Thanks to OneClick UID, a User who is logged into a Merchant’s
website (e.g. online store) and who has a unique identifier, does
not have to leave the store to make a BLIK payment. It is enough
if he confirms the transaction in his banking application.
In the Level 0 solution, the User also pays right where she buys,
just enters the BLIK code.
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5.

How such a process
looks like in a nutshell?
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method and clicks a button confirming
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buy and pay”)
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2. After a bank’s Mobile Application (MA)
launches itself, the User confirms the

Enter PIN code

transaction using the PIN code.
Accept

1.

Cancel

2.

On the Merchant’s side the Level 0 OneClick payment process
can be initiated from the browser version of the website,
in a Merchant’s mobile application or through another electronic
channel – in each case the initiation of a payment in the Store
automatically activates/wakes up the bank’s Mobile Application
and presents the transaction for confirmation by the user.

6.

Example of OneClick UID BLIK Payment
Process on a Merchant’s website
1

Sposób dostawy: Przesyłka kurierska 24
Metoda
płatności:

BLIK bez kodu
Zapłać z kodem BLIK

2

Sposób dostawy: Przesyłka kurierska 24

Zapłać

Potwierdź
Confirm
your

Metoda
transaction
płatność
BLIKIEM
BLIK bez kodu
płatności: w aplikacji
in the banking
swojego

Wróć

application
bankuz kodem BLIK
Zapłać

3

Potwierdź
Zapłać

Wróć

Zaakceptuj płatność
Patność w internecie
01.09.2020r.
Sklepik z rzeczami sp.j.
www.sklep.com.pl
ul. Kolorowa 38/123 Tychy

4

87,67 zł
Wpisz PIN do aplikacji

_
* _
* _
* _
*
Akceptuj

Anuluj

Płatność się powiodła
Wszystkie swoje zamówienia
znajdziesz w zakładce „Moje zakupy”

Example of OneClick UID BLIK Payment Process
in a Merchant’s mobile application
1.

2.
Sposób dostawy:
Metoda płatności:
Przesyłka
kurierska 24
Confirm your
Metoda
płatności:
transaction
in the
banking application

Delivery method:
Express Delivery 24
Payment method:

BLIK bez kodu

BLIK bez kodu

BLIK without the code
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ZapłaćZapłać
z kodem BLIK

Pay with BLIK code

3.
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Pay

Wróć
Zapłać

Back

Wróć

4.

Payment Successful

You can find all your
orders in „My purchases”
section

8.

Benefits of Level 0 and OneClick UID
Implementation
the provision of the first convenient
and secure payment method

in mCommerce, that does not require a card number,
opens this segment to new customers,
better shopping experience

the Buyer pays faster and more conveniently,
frequency of purchases and customer value over time
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customers are more often and more eagerly buy in stores
where the purchasing process is more convenient,
conversion rate

the Store has greater control over the process of purchase
and payment, because the buyer does not leave its service
at the time of payment, the risk of losing the basket is eliminated,
the Store has the possibility to analyze
the very stage of making a payment,

some banks allow OneClick transactions to be executed
in saved stores without confirmation in the banking application.

9.

Rules of operation of BLIK Payment (OneClick)
without a code
In Level 0 OneClick model, the User makes a BLIK payment without leaving the online store (a User is not redirected to a PSP’s
website and further on to eblik.pl) and without entering
the BLIK code.
The User chooses the BLIK payment method, clicks „I shall buy
and pay” and the Bank’s Mobile Application automatically opens
and presents the payment to the User for confirmation.
Such a payment process is possible when the Store sends
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a request for payment authorization with UID Alias (User ID).
UID Alias is an identifier available to the Store indicating the
Mobile Application in which the payment is to be confirmed.
If the Alias is found in the BLIK system, this will identify the Mobile
Application in which the payment should be presented for confirmation to the User.

10.

If the Alias sent by the Store is not found in the BLIK system, the
reply will be returned to the Store that for a given payment the
Store must request the User to enter the BLIK code. In such
a case, the Store will send the payment again with the BLIK code
and the Alias, which the User will be able to save after confirming
the payment in the Mobile Application.
If the Store, during a previously executed BLIK payment, together
with other payment information, sent an UID Alias, and the User
confirming the payment in the Mobile Application indicated that
he/she wishes to save the Store, then this step will result in permanent association (typically for a period of 2 years) of the data
identifying the User in the system of the saved Store (UID Alias)
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and the User’s Mobile Application, i.e. the registration of the UID
Alias.
UID Alias works in relation to the specific User’s identifier
(account) in a given Store (with a given identifier at a given PSP)
and enables payments to be made without a code in all sales
channels of that Store: www and mobile applications for any
platform (iOS, Android).

11.

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model / General

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model
General
A Merchant may send authorization requests containing the
UID Alias only in the case when they come from Customers who
have been authorized in a Merchant’s system (a Customer has
to be logged in).
The UID Alias must be permanent and unique for a Customer’s
account in a Merchant’s system. The UID Alias is registered in the
BLIK system and is bound with a Merchant’s identifier in a PSP’s
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system and a PSP’s identifier in the BLIK system.
A Merchant, that has implemented the BLIK payments in the
OneClick model in the basic standard (no access to the information whether an Alias belonging to a logged-on Customer has
been registered), sends each payment with UID Alias. The exception concerns the situation in which a Customer indicates that
he/she intends to pay using the BLIK code.
The Merchant which has implemented BLIK payments in the
OneClick model in the advanced variant (when it has access
to information whether the Alias of the logged Customer is registered), after the Customer chooses BLIK as a payment method,
verifies whether the Alias of the logged Customer is registered
and if not, automatically presents an input field for entering
the BLIK code.

12.

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model / General

For payments sent with Alias.
If one Mobile Application is found in the BLIK system for the sent
Alias (a Merchant was previously saved in the Mobile Application), an immediate response confirming the success of transaction registration will be sent to the PSP’s system and the payment
will be presented to the User for confirmation in the Mobile Application.. A Merchant displays the information to a Customer that
the BLIK payment needs to be confirmed on the phone.
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If more than one Mobile Application is found in the BLIK system
for an Alias sent together with the payment for the Alias (previously the Store was saved in more than one Mobile Application),
the immediate reply that the Alias is ambiguous and information
about the labels (names) of the Mobile Applications with which
the Alias is associated and about unique keys assigned to these
labels shall return to the system of the Merchant. In such a case,
the Merchant presents the User with a list of Mobile Application
labels with which the User can make a payment without entering
the BLIK code.
If the User selects the bank from which he wants to pay, the
Merchant shall send the payment again, this time giving the key
associated with the selected Mobile Application label.

13.

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model / General

If no Mobile Application has been found for an Alias sent with
a payment in the BLIK system, a Merchant’s system will receive
a synchronised (immediate) response that a certain payment
needs to be made by means of a BLIK code. In such a case, the
Merchant makes a transaction with a BLIK code.
In special cases, there may be a response indicating that
a transaction should be made with a BLIK code.
This will happen when:
Alias sent together with the payment is registered in the BLIK
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system but has been temporarily deactivated (while
remaining registered) - an immediate response
The bank requires a BLIK code for security reasons
- a reply within a few dozen seconds.
In such case a Merchant offers a transaction with a BLIK code.

14.

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model / General

For payments sent with a BLIK code
A Merchant displays to a User an input field for entering a BLIK
code and after entering a sixth-digit of the code a button „pay”
is activated. The input field should accept only digits and maximum six. After a Customer clicks “pay” button, a Merchant sends
a payment request with a BLIK code and UID Alias.
Such a payment will be interpreted by a bank as an invitation
to save a Merchant: in the Mobile Application a User will first be
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requested to confirm the payment, then a User will be able to
choose the option to save a certain Merchant for making BLIK
transactions without confirming them with a code.
If a User accepts invitations, the information about registration
of an Alias will be sent regardless of the authorization response
from the BLIK system to the PSP’s system, and from the PSP’s system it should be sent to a Merchant. If the Customer deletes the
store from the list of saved stores in the future, the PSP and the
Store will receive the same notification. Note: one Alias may
be registered by more than one Bank, but Alias registration notifications are sent only after registration by the first bank, and notification of Alias removal after its deregistration by the last bank.
If for payments with Alias or BLIK code, the Merchant receives
a reply that the payment was unsuccessful; the Store should
enable the Customer to repeat the payment with a BLIK code.

15.

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model / General

In the event when a User wants to make a BLIK payment by
means of a Mobile Application other than the one in which the
User saved the Store , the Merchant has to provide the optional
entering of a BLIK code any time OneClick payment is processed.
That requirement should be fulfilled by means of:
displaying the hyperlink „I want to enter a BLIK code” under
the BLIK logo or the button „I shall buy and pay”. Clicking the
hyperlink present the input field for a BLIK code and the button
„Send”
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and
displaying the option „I want to enter a BLIK code” under the
list of labels of Mobile Applications in the case of the UID Alias
non-uniqueness. The selection of this option present to a User
the input field for a BLIK code and the button „Send”.
A Merchant’s system displays a transaction amount and description of the purchase on the screens on which the BLIK
payment is initiated.

16.

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model / Information for a programmer

Information for a programmer
A Merchant implementing the Level 0 OneClick should contact its
online payment integrator in order to obtain the Merchant-integrator API documentation, containing BLIK payments
in the Level 0 OneClick model.
Key stages for processing of BLIK payments by a Merchant
in Level 0 mode are as follows:
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1. After a User has selected the BLIK payment method, before the
initiation of the payment (that is before clicking a button confirming the purchase and payment):
If a Merchant uses the UID Aliases and knows that a User’s
UID Alias is registered –> then he does not need to display
a field for the BLIK code, but should inform the User that she
will pay without the code and display a button initiating
payment.
Under the button for the initiation of the payment, a link
„Pay with BLIK code” should be displayed, the use of which
causes a field to be displayed for the BLIK code (and consequently sending the transaction with the BLIK code and
available Aliases).
In other cases the Store should display a field to enter
the BLIK code

17.

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model / Information for a programmer

2. After clicking the button to initiate the payment , a Merchant
directs the transaction to the Integrator’s system which,
among other things, contains the following :
UID Alias (a permanent and unique identifier of a User who
has logged in to the Merchant’s Store) and an alias label.
The UID Alias label (20T) is an alias designation given by the
store to distinguish the User’s saved aliases.
If the UID Alias label is created on the basis of personal data
identifying the Customer (e.g. e-mail address), the Store
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sends data partially masked, e.g.
jan.kowalski@wp.pl; ja…ki@wp…pl;
jan.kowalski@poczta.onet.pl; ja..ki@po...pl
Rule: shorten all characters except the first and the last two
with three dots. If @ is present in the string, shorten both
parts of the string divided by @ using the same method.
BLIK code, as long as it was entered
3. A Merchant receives the status of the transaction registration,
that will notify of:
a) the successful registration of a transaction, which means
that it has been directed to a bank for authorization – it should result in displaying in the Merchant system the notification encouraging to confirm the transaction on the phone
b) the necessity to repeat the transaction with a BLIK code
(rejection code: ALIAS DECLINED, ALIAS_NOT_FOUND,
WRONG_TICKET, TICKET_EXPIRED)
A Merchant displays the notification on the necessity to use
a BLIK code for the transaction and allows a BLIK code to be
entered and the transaction to be initialized again.

18.

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model / Information for a programmer

c) the necessity to repeat the transaction with the option
to select a BLIK account for that transaction (rejection
code: ALIAS_NONUNIQUE),
d) the transaction failure (the remaining rejection codes),
a Merchant displays the notification on the payment
failure and allows to initiate the transaction again
4. The transaction sent to a bank for authorization, that
is usually accompanied by asking a User in their mobile
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application, receives the authorization reply stating that
the transaction was successful - typically it should result in
displaying a „thank-you-for-your-purchase” page or that the
transaction failed in case of ALIAS_DECLINED refusal code,

5. If timeout occurs (the reply from the integrator is not
received within 55 seconds), a Merchant will send to the integrator a query about the status of the transaction with
a short timeout, e.g. 5 seconds.

a) If, in response to the query about the status, a Merchant
receives information about the success of the transaction
– see clause 3a)
b) If, in response to the query about the status, a Merchant
receives information about the failure of a transaction–
see clause 3d)

c) If, in response to the query about the status, a Merchant

receives the non-terminal status or does not receive any
information (timeout occurs), then a Merchant can:

19.

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model / Information for a programmer

Consider the transaction unsuccessful and initiate the
process of cancellation(if it is in fact successful – see
point 7), notify a customer of the payment annulment and
proceed to the re-initiation of the BLIK payment.
Keep waiting for the response and notify a customer of
the final transaction outcome in a separate process.
Repeat the query about the status and notify a customer
of the final transaction outcome in a separate process.
Notify a customer of the missing response and an unk-
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nown payment status, and recommend what a customer
should do, whether at all and for how long a customer is
to wait for the status change, and in what way the payment status can be verified in a Merchant’s system, possibly to recommend contacting a Merchant customer
service.
6. If a transaction is regarded as unsuccessful, a Merchant is
obliged to effectively cancel the transaction, i.e. send the cancellation to the integrator’s system until it is successfully processed (until the annulment is confirmed). This is to minimize
the risk of complaints resulting from e.g. authorized transactions, for which the authorization response did not reach the
Merchant (the customer did not receive the goods, but was
charged). In case of failure to register the cancellation, the
Merchant should repeat it in increasing intervals, but not longer than until the end of the next working day.

7. In case of advanced integration a Merchant supports responses from PSP regarding the activity status of a given UID Alias –
notifications on the activation or deactivation of the UID Alias.
That information can be used for the optimization of payment
process.
20.

Implementation Requirements for a Merchant
to introduce BLIK payments in the OneClick model / Information for a programmer

8. In case it is necessary to retry the failed payment while maintaining a given payment identifier by a Merchant, it is possible
to send another transaction with the same extTxRef identifier
sent by the integrator to PSP but with subsequent values in
retry field, beginning with 0 in the first attempt.
The BLIK System allows maximum of 3 retries within a maximum 5 minutes after the original transaction, assuming that
all the previous attempts have been cleared and ended up
being declined. In each case a Merchant has the possibility to
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retry the failed payment with new extTxRef identifier.

9. It is possible to use UID and PAYID Aliases also in case when a
Merchant uses more than one integrator providing it with the
BLIK payment service (Multiagent Option). In such case it may
happen that an Alias registered as a result of transaction sent
through one integrator, will be used to carry out the transaction by another integrator.

In order for such a transaction to be executed, the Alias value
sent to the BLIK system for a given customer should have the
same value regardless of the intermediary operator selected
for a given transaction (i.e. the operator should not interfere
with the alias value) and a Merchant should notify the PSP of
the willingness to use the Multiagent Option beforehand.

21.

Examples of placing of the Level 0 OneClick
UID related functions in the purchase
process in a Store
Functions enabling Level 0 payments have to be available
on the first screen with selection of the payment method.
Below there are examples of correct and incorrect positioning
of Level 0 in the hierarchy of the payment forms in a Store.

Select payment method:

Transfer
or card

BLIK

15 zł

correct
Level 0, One C

SMS

15 zł

per year

✅

per year
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15 zł

per 6 months

Enter the BLIK code

Where can I find a BLIK code?

Pay

Pay with BLIK

Pay with SMS

✅
➡

Step 3 / Select payment method

Bank
transfer

correct

Step 4 / Pay

Enter the BLIK code

BLIK

💳

Cancel
Card
payment

22.

✅

Payment method:

BLIK

correct
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Loyalty Points

Buy
Pay with BLIK code

Pay

8,00 zł

payment method:

✅

correct

Order & pay
Pay with BLIK code

23.

✅

Payment methods:
BLIK Payment
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BLIK

Bank transfer

🏿 Bank

🔶 Bank

♦ Bank

🔵 Bank

🏻 Bank

⚫

Bank

🔺 Bank

🔷 Bank

🔴

Bank

correct
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Card Payment

💳

Card
Order & buy
Pay with BLIK code

Choose the payment method for the order:
BLIK

🎟 💳

Coupon

Card

✅

correct

Transfer

♦🔵🏿
⚫ 🔶🔺
🔷🔴🏻

Order & buy
Pay with BLIK code

24.

Payment methods:

🏿 Bank

🔶 Bank

♦ Bank

🔵 Bank

🏻 Bank

⚫

💹

FastPay

💳

❎
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Bank
BLIK

Card

❎

Payment cards:

💳

incorrect
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incorrect

Card
Fast transfers:

🔺

🔶

⚫

♦

Bank

Bank

Bank

Bank

🏿

🔵

🏻

🔷

Bank

🔴

Bank

Bank

Bank

FastPay

BLIK

💹

Bank

Other:

💲

Cash

25.

BLIK Recurring Payments
BLIK Recurring Payments is a type of payment used to pay faster
payment for repeated or cyclical services for a fixed or variable
amount. In case of fixed amounts, automatic payment processing is possible, which does not require the payer to confirm it
in the banking application.
Recurring Payments and Recurring Transactions
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expresses such consent in the banking application and can edit
it there.
A BLIK Recurring Transaction (TP) is a single transaction initiated
by the Merchant on the basis of a Recurring Payment (PP) saved
by the User.

I

II

Recurring
Payment

...

XII

Recurring
Transaction

Recurring
Transaction

Recurring
Transaction

Recurring
Transaction

26.

Recurring Payment set up process
1. The creation of a Recurring Payment is preceded by a one-off
transaction containing an invitation to establish a PP.
A Merchant sends an invitation to create the PP that contains
the PAYID identifier 1 . The BLIK one-off transaction authorization
request is sent in accordance with requirements set out
in points 4 and 5.
2. BLIK payment 2 is displayed to a User for confirmation in the
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banking application, and after its confirmation an invitation
to create a PP for a given Merchant is presented.
3. If a User accepts the creation of PP, the Issuer (the bank) shall
register in the BLIK System the PAYID value received in the
invitation as an alias of the banking application, to which the
TP authorization requests containing PAYID data shall be
directed, and shall specify the expiry date of PP.
4. The Merchant receives a notification of the creation of
a PP with PAYID sent in the invitation and the date of its validity
through the Agent.
5. From this moment on, the Merchant may send TP for authorization using the value of the PAYID alias.

PAYID value is created by the Merchant and it represents a Recurring
Payment of a given User in the Merchant System. A User may have more than
one Recurring Payment in the Merchant System (more than one PAYID value
in the Merchant System).
1

This transaction may be of a technical nature, e.g. for 1 grosz (0, 01 PLN),
which is immediately returned to a User or it may be a payment e.g., for the
first settlement period. It may be a payment in WEB or POS channel.
2

27.

Notifications for the Merchant
The BLIK System sends to the Agent, and the Agent subsequently
sends to the Merchant, notifications of the following events related to the PAYID alias sent by the Agent in the invitation to create
or update the PP:
Notification of a PAYID alias together with the expiry date
of the alias.
Notifications of a PAYID alias updates (change of expiration
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date).
Notification on deregistration of PAYID alias by the Issuer,
e.g. as a result of removing the PP by the User (authorization
requests with such alias will be rejected by the BLIK System).
Notifications about the expiry of the PAYID alias (authorization
requests with such alias will be rejected by the BLIK System).

The Recurring Payment Renewal and Update
Along with the last TP possible to be executed (before the expiration date of PP), the Merchant may send another invitation
to extend the PP validity date.
If the User accepts the offer, the bank updates the expiry date in
the BLIK System and the Merchant receives information about
the new date via the Agent.
A Merchant may send another invitation together with the
request for TP authorization also to to increase the fixed PP
amount for which the automatic authorization is to be used.
Such situation may occur when changing the subscription plan.
28.

Note that, the return notification of Alias update is sent only when
the validity date is changed.
From the perspective of the User (payer), renewing or updating
a Recurring Payment is the same as creating it.

BLIK Recurring Payments for a Fixed Amount
Models of Recurring Payments for a fixed amount
A Merchant making a TP at a fixed amount and frequency
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may send an invitation to create a PP in one of the two models:
Model A: when the Merchant requires TP to be authorized
by the Issuer automatically (without confirmation by a User
in the banking application).
Model A+: when the Merchant gives a User the choice of the TP
authorization method- automatically or after confirmation
in the banking application.

29.

Data sent in the invitation in Model A and A+
In Models A and A+ the invitation to create the PP has to contain
the following data:
PAYID (aliasValue)
fixed amount of a single TP (limitAmt) - displayed to a User
at the stage of creating the PP, not editable
regular frequency of the TP (frequency) - displayed to a User
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at the stage of creating the PP, not editable
PP validity date (expirateionDate) - the date before which the
Merchant wants to have the ability to send TP authorization
requests within a given PP (displayed to a User, editable3);
maximum up to 48 months
TP total value that is the upper limit value until the PP validity
date (it is not displayed to a User, it is calculated by the Issuer
when a User changes PP validity date)
PP title (aliasLabel) – e.g., „standard plan” (maximum 35
characters) and the Internet website/ Merchant’s brand
(maximum 35 characters)
In model A the Merchant additionally sends information that
the TP requires automatical authorization - without User’s
confirmation in the banking application.

If the Merchant requires that the Recurring Payment be created until
a validity date not sooner than the one specified in the invitation, then Merchanttogether with the proposed validity date the Merchant also sends the
information that a User cannot set a validity date that is sooner than the one
proposed. In such case, the Issuer will prevent a User from setting an expiry
date shorter than the one suggested by the Merchant. If a User deletes the
PP before its validity date expires, the BLIK System will notify the Merchant
through an Agent.
3

30.

Automatic Authorization Criteria
The amount, frequency and total value of Recurring Transactions
accepted by a User at the stage of creating the PP or later
edition are saved in the Issuer’s system as automatic authorization criteria.
If automatic authorization is enabled for a given PP, after
receiving the authorization request of a TP, the Issuer verifies
if the request meets saved criteria.
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If the authorization criteria are met, the Issuer authorizes the
TP without confirming it by a User in the banking application.
If the authorization criteria are not met, the Issuer presents
TP for confirmation in in the banking application.

31.

Example of Set Up process of a BLIK Recurring Payment
Model A - fixed amount and frequency,
automatic authorization requirement
When a transaction amount carrying the invitation is
a technical operation, and is refunded to an User
MERCHANT’S SYSTEM

1.

2.
Payment settings

BLIK Recurring
Payment Activation
1.

BLIK
Recurring Payments

💳

BANK’S APP

3.

On-line payment

Merchant.pl
www.merchant.pl
Transaction no E4582937Z
verification

ation of the recurring payment

Enter PIN code

Card Recurring
Payment
Your Automated Debit
Card Payment

* * * *

732 251

Activate

Approve

Next

Cancel

Back

5.
Payment successful

6.
Recurring Payment
Activation
Primary Membership
Merchant.pl

Activate
the recurring
payment
to merchant.pl

Materiał dla merchan

1,00 zł

Activate

4.

Level 0, One C
i Płatności Pow
01.09.2020r.

Confirm BLIK Transaction

In the bank’s app please confirm
the transaction amount of
1,00 zł (the amount will be
refunded)

2. Subsequently accept the cre-

Automated Payment
debiting Your Account

Jak
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✏

18,99 zł

monthly until 24.03.2020 r.

✏

Payments that fulfill the above criteria
will be automated payments

Enter PIN code

Recurring Payment
is activated

* * * *
Next

Accept
Cancel

BANK’S APP

32.

Example of Set Up process of a BLIK Recurring Payment
Model A - fixed amount and frequency,
automatic authorization requirement
When a transaction amount carrying the invitation corresponds
to the payment for the forst period
MERCHANT’S SYSTEM

1.

2.
Payment settings

BLIK Recurring
Payment Activation
1.

BLIK
Recurring Payments

💳

BANK’S APP

3.

On-line payment

Merchant.pl
www.merchant.pl
Transaction no E4582937Z
Membership

ation of the recurring payment

Enter PIN code

Card Recurring
Payment
Your Automated Debit
Card Payment

* * * *

732 251

Activate

Approve

Next

Cancel

Back

5.
Payment successful

6.
Recurring Payment
Activation
Primary Membership
Merchant.pl

Activate
the recurring
payment
to merchant.pl

Materiał dla merchan

18,99 zł

Activate

4.

Level 0, One C
i Płatności Pow
01.09.2020r.

Confirm BLIK Transaction

In the bank’s app please confirm
the transaction amount of
18,99 zł (the membership fee for
first month)

2. Subsequently accept the cre-

Automated Payment
debiting Your Account
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✏

18,99 zł

monthly until 24.03.2020 r.

✏

Payments that fulfill the above criteria
will be automated payments

Enter PIN code

Recurring Payment
is activated

* * * *
Next

Accept
Cancel

BANK’S APP

33.

Example of Set Up process of a BLIK Recurring Payment
Model A+ - fixed amount and frequency,
automatic authorization option
When a transaction amount carrying the invitation is
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a technical operation, and is refunded to an User

MERCHANT’S SYSTEM

1.

2.

BLIK Recurring
Payment Activation

Payment settings

1.

BLIK
Recurring Payments
Automated Payment
debiting Your Account

💳

BANK’S APP

2.

Activate

3.
Confirm BLIK Transaction

In the bank’s app please confirm the transaction amount
of 1,00 zł (the amount will be
refunded)

Merchant.pl
www.merchant.pl
Transaction no E4582937Z
verification

Enter PIN code

Card Recurring
Payment

* * * *

Enter the BLIK code

732 251

Your Automated Debit
Card Payment

Activate

Accept
Cancel

Back

5.
Payment successful

6.

Next

7.

Recurring Payment
Activation
Primary Membership
Merchant.pl

Activate
the recurring
payment
to merchant.pl

Materiał dla merchan

1,00 zł

Next

4.

01.09.2020r.

On-line Payment

Subsequently accept the
creation of the recurring
payment

Level 0, One C
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Recurring Payment
Activation

✏

18,99 zł

monthly until 24.03.2020

Primary Membership
Merchant.pl

✏

✏

18,99 zł

monthly until 24.03.2020

I want payments
to be automated

✏

I want payments
to be automated

Payments that fulfill the above criteria
will be automated payments

Payments that fulfill the above criteria
will be automated payments

Enter PIN code

Enter PIN code

* * * *

* * * *

Accept

Accept

Cancel

Cancel

Recurring Payment
is activated

BANK’S APP

34.

Example of Set Up process of a BLIK Recurring Payment
Model A+ - fixed amount and frequency,
automatic authorization option
When a transaction amount carrying the invitation corresponds
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to the payment for the forst period

MERCHANT’S SYSTEM

1.

2.

3.

BLIK Recurring
Payment Activation

Payment settings

1.

BLIK
Recurring Payments
Automated Payment
debiting Your Account

💳

BANK’S APP

2.

Activate

Confirm BLIK Transaction

In the bank’s app please confirm the transaction amount of
18,99 zł (the membership fee for
first month)

On-line Payment

Enter PIN code

Card Recurring
Payment

* * * *

Enter the BLIK code

732 251

Your Automated Debit
Card Payment

Activate

Accept
Cancel

Back

5.
Payment successful

6.

Next

7.

Recurring Payment
Activation
Primary Membership
Merchant.pl

Activate
the recurring
payment
to merchant.pl

Materiał dla merchan

18,99 zł

Next

4.

01.09.2020r.

Merchant.pl
www.merchant.pl
Transaction no E4582937Z
Membership

Subsequently accept the
creation of the recurring
payment

Level 0, One C
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Recurring Payment
Activation

✏

18,99 zł

monthly until 24.03.2020

Primary Membership
Merchant.pl

✏

✏

18,99 zł

monthly until 24.03.2020

I want payments
to be automated

✏

I want payments
to be automated

Payments that fulfill the above criteria
will be automated payments

Payments that fulfill the above criteria
will be automated payments

Enter PIN code

Enter PIN code

* * * *

* * * *

Accept

Accept

Cancel

Cancel

Recurring Payment
is activated

BANK’S APP

35.

BLIK Recurring Payments for variable amount
The Merchant intending to make Recurring Payments for variable
amount, sends an invitation to create the Recurring Payment
in M model. Each such transaction is authorized by the Issuer
after it has been confirmed4 by a User in the banking application.
In M model the invitation to set up the Recurring Payment (PP)
has to contain the following data:
PAYID (aliasValue)
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PP title (aliasLabel) – e.g., „the payment in accordance with
the Agreement no ….” (maximum 35 characters) and Internet
website address / Merchant’s brand (maximum 35 characters)
PP validity date (expirationDate) - the date before which the
Merchant wants to be able to send TP authorization requests
(displayed to a User, editable),
in the M model, the Merchant may propose to create the PP for
an indefinite period of time,
in the M model, the Merchant cannot request the minimum
validity date.
In addition, the Merchant may send an expected average amount of the TP and the expected frequency of the TP, as well as the
total upper limit values and the number of the TPs within PP. This
information may be used by the Issuer in such solutions
as „expenses planner”.
The Issuer may optionally implement solutions that will enable it to offer a
User the option of automatic authorization of TP for a variable amount when
the criteria of the amount and frequency (that cannot be higher than the one
specified during creating the PP) are met. In such case, the information about
the expected average amount, frequency, total value limits, and number of
TP within a PP sent by the Merchant will be suggested to a User as automatic
authorization criteria for a variable amount TP. The implementation date of
this optional solution by individual Issuers is not currently known. We recommend that Merchants should send this data from the very beginning.
4

36.

Example of Set Up process of a BLIK Recurring Payment
Model M (variable amount)
When an invitation to create a recurring payment
is carried by the current invoice payment

1.

MERCHANT’S SYSTEM

BANK’S APP

2.

Payment for service
Amount: 214,00 zł
Invoice no 17298E 05/2019

💳

Confirm BLIK Transaction
On-line payment

Recurring card
payment

01.09.2020r.

energia.pl
Invoice no 17298E

214,00 zł

BLIK
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Enter PIN code

* * * *

Enter the BLIK code

732 251

Accept
Next

Cancel

Back

3.

4.
Payment successful

5.
Recurring Payment
Activation

✏

Electric Bill
Invoice no 17298E

Activate
the recurring
payment
to energia.pl

energia.pl
until 24.03.2020 r.

✏

Each payment will require to be
confirmed in the banking application

Enter PIN code

Recurring Payment
is activated

* * * *
Next

Accept
Cancel

BANK’S APP

37.

Example of Set Up process of a BLIK Recurring Payment
Model M (variable amount)
When an invitation to create a recurring payment is sent in effect of a client’s
action undertaken in respect of payment settings in the Merchant System,
in the case of transaction amount that is technical operation
MERCHANT’S SYSTEM

1.

3.

2.

Recurring Payment
Activation

Payment settings

1.
BLIK
Recurring Payments

💳

On-line Payment
energia.pl

Verification

Enter PIN code

Card Recurring
Payment
Your Automated Debit
Card Payment

* * * *

732 251

Activate

Accept

Next

Cancel

Back

5.
Payment successful

Activate
the recurring
payment
to energia.pl

Materiał dla merchan

1,00 zł

Activate

4.

Level 0, One C
i Płatności Pow
01.09.2020r.

Confirm BLIK Transaction

In the bank’s app please confirm
the transaction amount of 1,00 zł
(the amount will be refunded)

2. Subsequently accept the
creation of the recurring
payment

Automated Payment
debiting Your Account

BANK’S APP
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6.
Recurring Payment
Activation
Electric Bill
Invoice no 17298E

✏

energia.pl
until 24.03.2020 r.

✏

Each payment will require to be
confirmed in the banking application

Enter PIN code

Recurring Payment
is activated

* * * *
Next

Accept
Cancel

BANK’S APP

38.

Example of Set Up process of a BLIK Recurring Payment
Model M with automatic authorization of variable amounts
(the bank is not obliged to implement this solution)

MERCHANT’S SYSTEM

1.

2.

3.

Recurring Payment
Activation

Ustawienia płatności

1.

BLIK
Recurring Payments
Automated Payment
debiting Your Account

💳

BANK’S APP

Confirm BLIK Transaction

In the bank’s app please confirm the transaction amount
of 1,00 zł (the amount will be
refunded)

energia.pl
Verification

2. Subsequently accept the
creation of the recurring
payment

Activate

1,00 zł

732 251

Activate

5.

Accept
Cancel

6.

7.
Recurring Payment
Activation

Recurring Payment
Activation
Electric Bill
Invoice no 17298E

✏

every month until 24.03.2020 r.

Activate
the recurring
payment
to energia.pl

Materiał dla merchan

* * * *

Enter the BLIK code

Your Automated Debit
Card Payment

Back

Payment successful

Level 0, One C
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Enter PIN code

Card Recurring
Payment

Next

4.

01.09.2020r.

On-line Payment

Jak
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✏

Electric Bill
Invoice no 17298E
Max amount:

I want payments
to be automated

Enter PIN code

✏
✏

every month until 24.03.2020

✏

I want payments
to be automated
Payments that fulfill the above
criteria will be automated
payments

Enter PIN code

Recurring Payment
is activated

* * * *
Next

Accept

Accept

Cancel

Cancel

BANK’S APP
Automatic authorization of
Recurring Transactions
in varied amounts is the
option avaliable at some
of the banks that have
implemented the Recurring
Payments

Jeśli użytkownik włączy automatyczną autoryzację dla PP
na kwotę zmienną to musi określić górny limit kwoty oraz
częstotliwość, przy których ma następować automatyczna
autoryzacja. TP nie spełniające tych kryteriów będą wymagały potwierdzenia. Jeśli Akceptant prześle proponowane
wartości tych parametrów, to zostaną one zaprezentowane w aplikacji.

39.

BLIK Recurring Payments - defining TP frequency
The TP Frequency
When sending the invitation to create the PP, the Merchant
defines the frequency with which TP will be executed within
a given PP.
The information about frequency is used by Issuers as the automatic authorization criterion, therefore its sending is required
in invitations in A and A+ models, and optionally in the M model.
The information about frequency is also be used by Issuers
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in such solutions as the „expenses planner” which present
to a User future / planned expenses.
Method of defining the frequency of a TP
When defining the TP frequency within a PP, the Merchant
specifies:
1. Length of the period, given in measurement units defined
in point 2), in which one TP will be made
2. Unit of measurement (D=day, W=week, M=month, Q=quarter,
Y=year)
3. „Type of day” on which the TP is carried out (A=specified day,
N=next working day, P=previous working day, W=exclusively
working days)
4. The day on which the first TP will be initiated, counting from the
day on which the invitation to create / update the PP is sent

(0= the same day, 1= consecutive day, etc). The sign „E” instead
of a number indicates the last day of the current period with
1 and 2)
If the designated day of TP realization falls on the day that
doesn’t exist in a given month (for example 31st day of April), the
40.

TP shall be sent on the last day of that month (30th of April).
To avoid errors due to differences in system times between Merchant, Acquirer and Issuer, please avoid sending invitations within +/- 2 minutes from 00:00. Data provided in 3) and 4) are not the
ccriteria for automatic authorization and are not presented to
the User during the creation of a PP, it might be used for to power
„expenses planner”.
Examples
Assumptions to examples: the invitation is sent on Friday March
4th, 2016, Monday April 4th, 2016 is a holiday.
1MA31 – TP will be sent every 1 month, starting from next
month 4.04.2016, 4.05.2016, …
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1MN31 - TP will be sent every 1 month, on 4th day of the month
or the next working day: 5.04.2016 (Tuesday after a free Monday), 4.05.2016, 6.06.2016 (Monday) …
1MA27 - TP will be sent every 1 month, on 1st day of the month:
1.04.2016, 1.05.2016, 1.06.2016, …
1MA0 - TP will be sent every 1 month: 4.03.2016 (current day),
4.04.2016, …
1MAE - TP will be sent every 1 month, on the last day of the
month: 31.03.2016, 30.04.2016, 31.05.2016, ...
1DW7 - TP will be sent daily, on business days,
starting from 11.03.2016
2WA3 means that TP will be senty every two weeks
on Monday: 7.03.2016, 21.03.2016,…
2WA10 means that TP will be sent every two weeks on Monday:
14.03.2016, 28.03.2016,…
1QA0 means that TP will be sent every quarter: 4.03.2016,
4.06.2016, 4.09.2016,…

41.

Execution of BLIK Recurring Payment
Data sent in a TP authorization request
A Merchant may send a TP authorization request during the
validity period of the PAYID sent in the request. Requests for TP
authorization containing an expired or unregistered PAYID by
an Issuer are rejected by the BLIK System.
The scope of data sent in the request for TP authorization is the
same for all PP models (A, A+, M) and includes:
PAYID (aliasValue)
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amount (amt)
TP description (goods 1-3) – e.g., the „standard plan: May 2018
Fee” (in three lines, each containing maximum 35 characters)
Internet website address/ Merchant’s brand (goods4) (maximum 35 characters)
optional: further invitation to extend the validity date or change the amount/frequency of automatically authorized TPs
Authorization modes: automatic or upon confirmation
Depending on the model and the PP settings and parameters
of a given TP, the Issuer authorizes TP automatically or upon confirmation by the User in the banking application. If confirmation
of TP by the User is required, the Issuer presents TP for confirmation in the banking application immediately after receiving the
request for authorization, and if the User does not confirm
TP immediately, the Issuer enables the User to confirm TP later,
up to 72 hours from receiving the request for authorization.

42.

Time limit for sending the request for TP authorization
The time during which the Issuer has to authorize a Recurring
Transaction is maximum 72 hours. This means that the Merchant
must send the authorization request early enough for the payer
/ bank to confirm it in the required time. Issuers take steps to
minimize the risk of negative authorization caused by lack of
funds, e.g. they repeat the attempt to debit the User’s account
within the time they have for authorization (72 h).
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It is recommended that authorization requests, which may require confirmation by the User (A+, M model), should be sent by
the Merchant between 6:00 and 20:00 in order to increase the
probability of successful authorization upon the first presentation to the TP User for confirmation.
Sending the request for authorization on an earlier day of the
period than indicated in the invitation (e.g. the 4th day of the
month instead of the 5th day of the month) will cause that the
payment will require confirmation in the application. A few days’
delay in sending the request for authorization within the PP with
a monthly cycle will not cause the need to confirm the payment
in the application.

43.

Repeating the request for TP authorization
No later than 72 hours5 after sending the request for authorization to TP, the Merchant receives, via the Agent, the authorization
result.
In the case of a negative authorization with a refusal code indicating that the reason was a lack of funds, the Merchant may
repeat the authorization request with the noDelay flag raised,
which indicates to the Issuer that it should make the authoriza-
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tion as soon as possible.
In the event of refusal due to technical reasons, the Merchant
should repeat the request no earlier than after receiving authoritative information about the rejection of TP - in order not to lead
to duplication of TP in case of lack of response (timeout).

Except for interruptions due to intended maintenance and service works or
technical failures, the Merchant shall receive the authorization notice within
72 hrs following the submission of the TP authorization request – that is the
deadline for the Issuer to complete the authorization process. The additional
maximum time of 12 hrs is assumed to be ensured in the case of the systems
inaccessibility due to technical failures or intended maintenance and service
works (the total timeout for the Merchant is 84 hrs).
5

44.

Questions & Answers
Which model is more favorable to a Merchant
wishing to execute the Recurring Payments
for a fixed amount: A or A+?

The results of quality research conducted by one of BLIK Issuers
indicate that Users are more inclined to use Recurring Payments
when they have the possibility to decide on the method of authorizing TP within PP (automatic or after confirmation). This may
mean that the Merchant’s offer will be used by a greater number
of Users when the Merchant uses the A+ model. Currently, we do
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not have any data on the basis of which it would be possible to
predict what percentage of Users in the A+ model will choose
automatic authorization or what percentage of Users who chose
authorization after confirmation TP regularly.

Why do the Recurring in model A and A+

need to have a specified expiration date?
BLIK Recurring Payments in A and A+ models (executed without
strong authentication) are subject to the PSD2 regulations concerning a series of electronic payment transactions in respect
of which the payer has granted consent to execute a series
of remote electronic payment transactions for the benefit of
one payee, and therefore the authentication code generated
for such transactions must be assigned to the total amount of
the series of payment transactions. This assignment is done by
specifying the date to which fixed amount transactions can be
executed at a fixed frequency.

45.

How can a User manage

BLIK Recurring Payments?
The list of all User’s PPs is presented to the User in the banking
application. By managing a given PP the User can:
change the expiry date (if the Merchant indicated a minimum
date in the invitation, the User cannot set a date shorter than
the minimum date),
in the A+ model, change the authorization method,
remove the PP,
in the M model, if the Issuer provides an optional automatic TP
authorization functionality for a variable amount: change
the authorization method and the automatic authorization
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criteria.

What happens if the Merchant sends an invitation
through the Agent in accordance with the BLIK

System rules (e.g., does not send out frequency
information in Model A or A+)?

A User will be asked to confirm the BLIK one-time payment but
the invitation to create the PP will not be presented to a User.

What happens if the invitation is sent to the Issuer

who does not yet support BLIK Recurring Payments
yet?

When sending invitations to create PP. A Merchant may raise
a flag (refuseNoPayId) informing the BLIK system that it is only
interested in creating a PP.
If the Merchant sends a transaction containing the invitation with
a raised flag, then the BLIK system will check whether the
User has an account at a bank supporting PP, if not, the BLIK
46.

system will reject the transaction and invitation without sending
it to the bank (the User will not be asked to confirm the transaction or receive the invitation) and a dedicated rejection code
will be returned to the Merchant, which allows the Merchant to
display the User information „BLIK Recurring Payments are not
available in your bank yet”.
If the Merchant sends a transaction containing an invitation
without raising such a flag, then:
If it goes to a bank that does not support PP, the User will be
asked to confirm the transaction with which the invitation was
sent, but the invitation will not be presented. The Merchant will
receive information about the result of transaction authori-
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zation, but will not receive information that the bank does not
support PP.
If it goes to a bank that supports PP, the User will be presented
with both the transaction and the invitation. The Merchant will
receive information about the result of transaction authorization and information about the creation of PP, if the User
accepts the invitation. If the invitation is not accepted, the
Merchant will not know whether the User’s bank supports PP.

When it’s worth sending a flag refuseNoPayId,
when it’s not?

A User pays the current invoice - without the flag – then,
regardless of the bank we will charge for this current invoice,
and if it is available, we will offer him the activation of PP
A User activates recurring access to e-press - with the flag
- the possibility of activation will reach only clients of those
banks where it is possible to create PP.

47.

